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Abstract: 
Detection of TEC depletions are essential in understanding the errors occurring in the 
signals received from satellites. The Equatorial plasma bubbles cause most of the 
scintillations that appear at the low latitudes. These plasma bubbles are observed as TEC 
depletions. There have been many studies for such depletions and developing algorithms 
for detecting TEC depletions. With technological advancement, we now have tools like 
machine learning and neural networks that can reduce this cumbersome task. As space 
datasets are typically imbalanced due to complex ionospheric electrodynamics these 
machine learning techniques have advantages and limitations both.   
In this talk, I would like to discuss on machine learning classification techniques, which 
can be used as pattern recognizer to detect the complete TEC depletion patches over (low 
latitude) Indian region for the equinoctial month of March,2014. The testing data set is 
further tested using the algorithm and inspected for actual TEC depletion using GPS 
dataset.  
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